
 

 

EDDIE ROBIN JNR 

By Tom Corrie 
 

Lanarkshire press officer, Tom Corrie, visits 

Eddie Robin jnr, Cambuslang Club, 

Lanarkshire Federation. 

 

 

Eddie outside his loft with one of his favourites 

Eddie’s results have caught my attention 

over the last few seasons, with some very 

handy performances in 2014 in the very 

strong west section of the Lanarkshire 

Federation. 

I took the time on a very cold and wet day 

(Sometimes you just have to brave the 

weather) to visit Eddie at his home in 

Cambuslang. 

He started in pigeons at the age of 12 years, 

with his Dad already an established fancier 

along with his uncle George who both raced 

in the Cambuslang club. 

Balancing family life and pigeons can be 

difficult ,this can often prevent individuals 

remain in the sport, with three young 

children and working hours that finish at 

4am Eddie should be complimented for his 

commitment to the sport.  

Eddie, a young man as pigeon fanciers go 

(39yrs), is very enthusiastic person who has 

a wealth of knowledge about the top 

pigeons around Europe and recently he has 

spent a healthy amount in obtaining the 

best of the Red Barcelona lines from 

Raymond Molved, Mark Evans and Bruce 

McAllister to create his own multipurpose 

pigeon that can compete in the testing 

programme of the Lanarkshire and Scottish 

National Programmes.  

Although his star breeding pigeon of the loft 

is an 11year old Janssen/Van Loon from 

John Wheatcroft who has bred an 

incredible 11x1st Prize winners for him to 

date. 

Tell me about your results. 

I achieved 5 x1st clubs which included 4 

West section wins in the Lanarkshire 
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federation. My best performance was 

topping the Lanarkshire federation 2006 

from 7,000 birds. 

 

Some of this years' race team. 

What clubs are you a member of? 

Cambuslang FC, Lanarkshire Social Circle, 

Greenfield Mid-week training club, Scottish 

National Flying Club and Scottish National 

Racing Pigeon Club 

How do you race your pigeons and how 

many?  

This season I have 21 cocks and 19 hens 

although a lot of these are inexperienced 

later bred pigeons.28  

What are your lofts made of and how big 

are they? 

They’re all wood structures. The main loft is 

24ft with three 8ft sections with boxes. The 

stock loft is 12ft with an aviary. The young 

bird loft is 12ft on the end of the old bird 

section with another 6ft triangle shape 

section for later bred youngsters.  There are 

no grilles – I clean the floor daily and 

everything is scraped.  And I use loft white. I 

have plenty of ventilation front and back of 

all my lofts. 

What is you vaccination programme for 

the pigeons? 

I vaccinate with Nobi vac, old birds and 

youngsters, when they are all moved.  

 

Ventilation above boxes in racing section. 

How do you feed, and what do you feed 

them on? 

Racing pigeons are fed ½ oz. of feed 

morning and night with them receiving all 

they wish on the Thursday, day of racing 

Saturday. They receive Concorde 

mixture/Racing No1 which is a heavy 

protein mixture, this isn’t any good to 

compete with the guys that like to win the 

sprint races but I wish the birds to last the 

full programme and feel this type of feeding 

sees them through the programme. On the 

Friday afternoon they receive a small 

amount of red band conditioner to 

encourage them to drink. 
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View of the stock section 

In the water I will give a multi vitamin from 

Wednesday to Friday, just topping up 

drinker. 

Youngsters are fed on Concorde mixture, no 

maize in this mixture (Read this of one of 

your articles about Chamer Baird who won 

the Federation average feeding this 

mixture. I use a build-up system. 

 

Nesting material in the stock loft. 

What about preventive products? 

I use Harkers 3 in 1 before pairing. I treat 

the pigeons every 5 weeks during the racing 

season 

Canker /worms/Cocci All birds before 

pairing 3 in 1 tablet and racers again two 

weeks before racing. I like to try new 

products including Meditech products and 

Pigeon Vitality products every 3 or 4 weeks. 

And are you a full-time fancier? 

No, I have to work full time but my spare 

time is spent in the loft, enjoy just in loft 

watching the pigeons’ behaviour. 

What system do you use? 

I pair up the week after the Blackpool Show. 

They’re on roundabout for the first six races 

then pair up birds for the middle 

distance/distance programme. In the racing 

season the cocks are out at 5.45am, they fly 

for 1 hour. The hens are trained Tuesday, 

Wednesday and Thursday that week with 

the Mid-week club. Then following week it’s 

the cocks that are trained and the hens are 

loft exercised. 

I use the darkness system for my early bred 

team – they’re on darkness from 10pm till 

2pm. At 2.15 the youngsters are out and 

back in at 4pm – it’s based around my 

working. 

Who do you consider to be the best 

fanciers?   

GWP Macaloney, Lanarkshire Federation 

What is the farthest distance that you 

would train your old birds or young birds?  

Birds go with Mid-week club and later races 

they will go to Dunbar 60 odd miles with 

Gordon Geddes training. 
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Side view of old bird racing sections with 

darkness young birds' section at bottom. 

Do you attach any real importance to the 

pigeon’s wing?  

I have no interest in wing theory or eye 

sign. 

But what do you look for in a pigeon? 

Strong back is a must with strong shoulder 

muscles. 

Do you compete in the National events, if 

not why not. Or are you happy to race in 

the club? 

Yes like to have a go and that’s why I 

purchased the Red Barcelona lines to 

compete at this distance. 

Do you use ETS? 

Yes Bricon, a cracking thing, ETS. 

How do you pick your weekly pool pigeon? 

I watch how they act around loft. 

Do you send your youngsters the full 

programme, or do you stop after say 100 

miles? 

I try to race full programme but last year’s 

programme was very severe, causing big 

losses. My yearlings go to the coast. 

Do you have an interest of pigeon forums? 

I’m a member of Pigeonbasics and I also like 

the Elimar site. 

 

 

One of the racing sections 

What fancy press magazines do you enjoy? 

The British Homing World and Racing 

Pigeon. 

Do you show your birds? 

No, but I may take some down to Blackpool 

if I can get James Fitzpatrick to help 

condition them. 

If your pigeons aren't performing what do 

you do? 

Single 3 in 1 tablet 
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Do you suffer from Young bird sickness, 

what treatment do you use, if so? 

Yes, I treat with Meditech products for 

secondary infections. 

 

Cat deterrent that Eddie rates very highly and 

thinks it also keeps the hawks away. 

Raptors: are they a problem to you? 

No not really, I have a cat sensor that I 

purchased of Amazon that is great for 

keeping the cats away and possibly the 

hawks don’t like the high pitched sound 

either.  

East or West, what race route do you 

prefer? 

I go with the vote.  

What’s the cause of so many losses in 

Young bird racing? 

Health is everything. 

What advice would you give to new 

starters? 

Purchase pigeons from the best in your 

area. 

 

Loft’s top breeder - hope all those rings are not 

for him to fill, Eddie! 

 

Eddie would like to thank a number of 

fanciers and friends for their support, 

without this he wouldn’t be able to race his 

pigeons. Charlie Hannah, Billy Alison, Billy 

Gordon, Tam Houston &Jamie McGowan. 

Owe and also his family  

 

All the best to Eddie for the coming season 

Tom Corrie jnr 

Lanarkshire Fed Press Officer 

Corrietom@aol.com  

May 2015 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 


